2017 Chevrolet Suburban
VIN:1GNSCJKC4HR274541

ENGINE: 5.3L V8
TRANS: Automatic
COLOR: Blue

Warranty Information
Powertrain Limited Warranty
Bumper to Bumper Limited Warranty
Corrosion Limited Warranty
Emission Select Component Ltd Wty

Manufacturer Installed Options
- 1LZ PACKAGE
- COMPONENT FRT LH COMPUTER SEL SUSP
- COMPONENT RR LH NON-COMPUTER
- POWER WINDOWS
- SIX-WAY POWER PASSENGER SEAT
- WINDSHIELD, LAMINATED GLASS
- WINDSHIELD TYPE SOLAR ABSORB
- SEATS, FRONT FULL FEATURE LEATHER APPOINTED BUCKETS & CENTER CONSOLE, FLOOR W/ USB PORTS
- SEATS, 3RD ROW 60/40 SPLIT - BENCH, POWER FOLD
- SEATS, 2ND ROW BUCKET, POWER
- AIR BAGS, FRONTAL AND SIDE IMPACT, FOR DRIVER AND FRONT PASSENGER, DRIVER INBOARD SEAT MOUNTED, SIDE-IMPACT AND & HEAD CURTAIN SIDE-IMPACT FOR ALL ROWS IN OUTBOARD SEAT POSITIONS
- FLOOR MATS, CARPETED, FRT/RR
- KEYLESS START
- RUNNING BOARDS, ASSIST STEPS
- REAR WINDOW DEFOGGER
- WINDSHIELD WIPERS, RAIN SENSING
- CLIMATE CONTROL, TRI-ZONE AUTOMATIC
- PROCESSING DIRECTIONS & CONNECTIONS SERVICE PACKAGE
- POWER HEATED OUTSIDE MIRROR, ADJUSTABLE W/ TURN SIGNAL
- VEHICLE FUEL GASOLINE E10
- AUTO LOCKING REAR DIFFERENTIAL
- JET BLACK
- AUDIO SYSTEM, 8 DIAGONAL COLOR TOUCH W/ NAVIGATION & MYLINK
- POWER ADJUSTABLE PEDALS
- CRUISE CONTROL
- HEATED 2ND ROW SEATS
- ALTERNATOR, 150 AMPS
- HD AUX TRANS. COOLING SYS
- REFRIGERANT LOW GWP
- MARKETING AREA NORTH AMERICA
- STEERING COLUMN, POWER TILT & TELESCOPIC
- MAX TRAILERING PACKAGE: * REAR AXLE, 3.42 RATIO * TRAILER BRAKE CONTROLLER
- EMISSION SYSTEM
- TIRES, ALL-SEASON, BLACKWALL
- TIRE, SPARE 17 ALL SEASON BLACKWALL
- SPARE TIRE LOCK
- FRONT FOG LAMPS
- HANDS FREE LIFTGATE
- INTERIOR TRIM
- COMPONENT FRT RH COMPUTER SEL SUSP
- COMPONENT RR RH NON-COMPUTER
- DRIVER SEAT, PEDALS, COLUMN & MIRRORS MEMORY SETTINGS
- WINDSHIELD STYLE SHADE BAND
- GLASS, DEEP-TINTED
- AIRBAG SENSING SYSTEM, PASSENGER
- CARGO NET
- PASSIVE ENTRY SYSTEM, INCL. REMOTE KEYLESS
- POWER DOOR LOCK SYSTEM
- COLOR KEYED CARPET
- BODY COLOR BODYSIDE MOLDING
- REMOTE VEHICLE START
- INTERMITTENT FRONT WIPERS
- GVW RATING - 7,300 LBS
- POWER SUNROOF
- CENTER CONSOLE, FLOOR
- INSIDE REARVIEW MIRROR, AUTO DIMMING
- THIRD ROW DVD SCREEN
- BLUE VELVET METALLIC
- REAR AXLE 3.42 RATIO
- ENGINEERING YEAR 2017
- ANTILOCK BRAKES, 4 WHEEL DISC
- TRAILER BRAKE CONTROLLER
- WIRELESS CHARGING
- ENGINE OIL COOLING SYSTEM
- POWER OUTLET, 110-VOLT AC
- HEATED AND VENTED DRIVER & FRONT PASSENGER
- ENGINE, 5.3L V8 ECOTEC3
- TRANSMISSION, 6 SPD AUTOMATIC
- EVAPORATIVE SYSTEM LEVEL 3 EMISSIONS
- LEATHER WRAP STEERING WHEEL
- SUN, ENTERTAINMENT, DESTINATION PACKAGE: * POWER SUNROOF * 9 ADDITIONAL MONTHS OF XM RADIO * REAR SEAT ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM
- UHS STD IDENTIFIER - FSU
- WHEEL, 17 STEEL SPARE
- WHEELS, 22 ALUMINUM (REPLACES STANDARD WHEEL)
- HIGH INTENSITY DISCHARGE HEADLAMPS W/ LAMP CONTROL
- TEEN DRIVER
- SIRIUSXM + SERVICE SUBSCRIPTION SOLD SEPARATELY BY SIRIUSXM AFTER 3 MONTHS
- REAR SEAT ENTERTAINMENT SYS. (DELETES SINGLE-SLOT CD/MP3)
- FORWARD COLLISION ALERT
- UNIVERSAL HOME REMOTE
- LANE KEEP ASSIST
- TIRE PRESSURE MONITOR SYSTEM (EXCL SPARE TIRE)
- LANE CHANGE ALERT WITH SIDE BLIND ZONE ALERT

This vehicle is a Used Vehicle. The equipment described has been installed at the factory prior to final assembly. Neither General Motors nor its subsidiaries are responsible for Missing, Damaged, Converted, or for Dealer Installed Equipment.
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- FRONT AUTOMATIC BRAKING, LOW SPEED
- STEERING WHEEL AUDIO CONTROLS
- SPEEDOMETER, MILES & KILO, MILES FOR ODOMETER
- THEFT DETERRENT SYSTEM
- REAR VISION CAMERA
- LUGGAGE RACK - SIDE RAILS
- VEHICLE HEALTH MANAGEMENT
- VAA/COMPONENT REL ROOF TRIM
- 4G LTE WI-FI(R) HOTSPOT WITH LIMITED DATA TRIAL AND MORE. (SUBJECT TO TERMS SEE ONSTAR.COM)
- FREQUENCY RATING 315 MH
- UP LEVEL TRIM
- SUSPENSION PACKAGE, MAGNETIC RIDE CONTROL

Accessories/Special Notations

50 State Emissions; MSO;

This vehicle is a Used Vehicle. The equipment described has been installed at the factory prior to final assembly. Neither General Motors nor its subsidiaries are responsible for Missing, Damaged, Converted, or for Dealer Installed Equipment.